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The Watch Market
There has been a surge in product
innovation with regard to the
ability of  watches to relay health
data to their wearers. This applies
mostly to the market of
smartwatches, but
non-smartwatch companies are
creating their own versions. The
increase in health awareness
among consumers across the
world has resulted in increased
consumer spending on health
monitoring gadgets. Mid-range
watch purchases will likely
increase, but competitors in that
segment that don’t create
smartwatches have been taking an
expected hit.

Relentless inflation, increasing
wages, and other costs of
manufacturing, pandemic-related
extra expenses, and a host of
other catalysts have recently been
driving prices of  just about every consumer product sold in the developed world, the watch industry
unmistakably one of  them.

Contrary to the practice of  most other major luxury watchmakers, Rolex admirably publishes the
manufacturer’s suggested retail price (MSRP) of  just about every regular production model
prominently on the product’s respective page. In a world where a great variety of  regular-production
Rolex watches are selling for 30-50% over retail, and sometimes significantly more, one thing Rolex
can’t be blamed for is not making this piece of  information available to the consumer.

However, Rolex rarely increases prices past this margin for reasons other than the increased cost of
production or insanely increased demand. Most watch companies are the same for that matter given



industry competition. With rising costs of  production due to inflation and pandemic supply chain
issues, watchmakers that were on the decline have begun to fall even faster.
.
How Companies in the Industry Generate Revenue
Almost all watch companies have a transactional revenue model, with mid-range and luxury watches
competing utilizing both retail sales (Fossil) and Direct Selling (Rolex). Most low-range watches are
sold through channel sales (indirect sales) where they are sold through other businesses (budget
watches produced in China being sold at target).

ROLEX:

Major Costs for Companies Producing Watches
Similar to most companies, they face a combination of  fixed and variable costs. Production facility
costs, retail store or website costs, and insurance costs are consistent payments that only increase
when rare production scaling occurs or large-scale internal shifts in employee benefits. Advertising,
product development, production, material acquisition, general employee costs, packaging,
administrative costs, and repair costs are some of  the many variable costs that change in the
day-to-day and week-to-week operations of  the company. Companies reduce costs by cutting
advertising costs, reducing front-facing stores, and layoffs, and decreasing the production of  certain
products. Recently, companies have struggled in the face of  inflation and increased material costs,
which for almost all of  the companies means slimmer margins.



ROLEX:



Company Differentiation
Historically, the watches within the industry were separated mainly by branding, style, and cost. If
you were into racing and could afford a Daytona Rolex, well that was probably their target market.
How popular the brand was and how good a customer thought it looked with respect to the price

Watch Industry Forces: were basically all that was considered unless
someone was buying dive watches (utility
watches). Recently though, such utility watches,
specifically smartwatches, have taken over the
scene. Now what the watch can do for the
customer besides telling time is also important.

In an industry built on tradition, high prices,
and exclusivity, it’s seemingly in conflict with the
‘new' tech-savvy generation of  tomorrow.
Millennials and Gen Z demand omnichannel
retail, seamless brand relationships, and
personalized and customized products, so how
can luxury watch brands innovate without
compromising their brand heritage?

A major study by luxury industry experts
BCG and Altagamma, based on ‘True-Luxury’
purchasers in ten leading countries, predicts
Millennials to make up 50% of  the predicted

global €1.3 trillion markets by 2025. The challenge
lies in creating appeal for this leading affluent
cohort in search of  radical transformation.

Seiko Holdings Corporation, Citizen Watch Co. Ltd, The Swatch Group, Apple Inc., Fossil Group
Inc, Rolex, and Cartier are the main players in this market. The watch market is incredibly
fragmented for a number of  reasons. There is an extremely broad price range, companies compete in
the luxury, mid-range, or low-range markets. Also, some people value utility over style, so different
companies appeal to different needs, each finding a niche among a wide range of  consumer
preferences.

Rolex, Patek Philippe, and Audemars Piguet are just a few big names rejecting e-commerce sales
through their direct channels and still managed to collectively hold 32% of  Swiss watch brand sales
in 2018. Alternatively, Cartier, one of  the top 5 luxury Swiss brands in 2018, has opted to use
e-commerce and adapt to digital consumer expectations, giving it the opportunity to use a
direct-to-consumer strategy, and collect customer data. For Swiss watch brands especially, their lack
of  online retail adoption has been the cause of  grey market players, and the subsequent compromise
in their brand equity.



How Companies Grow in the Watch Industry
Companies grow through a combination of  organic and inorganic growth. Most demand is created
through a mix of  having a popular brand, which can definitely come from organic growth, such as
the apple watch. However, most mid-range to luxury brands do advertise to an extent.

Because the industry is so diverse in delivery, most companies can’t raise prices outside of  their
target market, so they tend to stay within the same price range. This doesn’t hold for luxury brands,
which have been having huge price increases within the last few years. New customers generally
come as people switch brands or new generations have new tastes, not very strong brand loyalty
(except with smartwatches because of  their function with phones).

Similar to most luxury goods, there is a grey market online. It includes unauthorized dealers,
counterfeit goods, and majorly discounted prices. Given advancements in technology, legitimate grey
market sellers have thrived since they can provide assurances of  authenticity alongside heavy
discounts. It presents a huge opportunity for brands to venture into the second-hand watch market,
and take control of  their supply of  stock and distribution channels.

The pre-owned watch market is growing exponentially thanks to rising e-commerce, new
consumption habits, and growing watch enthusiast communities. The 2018 Trends Report by
Fondation de la Haute Horlogerie (FIHH), estimates that global sales of  pre-owned timepieces
generate $5 billion USD a year. Since 2013 the market has outperformed new watches and continues
to grow annually by around 5%, either matching or overtaking the new watches category sales by
2025.

Since April 2019, just over 40% of  luxury Swiss watch brands have built a presence online to cater to
Millennial consumers. David Sadigh, founder and CEO of  Digital Luxury Group alternatively raises
the point, that brands going into e-commerce need to work on their online strategy in order to save
their heritage and luxury label. He reiterates that historic watch brands need to truly understand their
segment and target consumers to succeed in the long term.

Comparison of  Luxury and Non Luxury Watch Market



The Role of  ESG Impact in the Industry
Rolex accounts for 25% of  the Swiss watch market, and while some of  their sourcing isn’t made
available, they have a large swath of  philanthropic social responsibility initiatives driving their brand.
However, their refusal to disclose their sourcing of  diamond and gold materials prevents them from
acquiring the label of  a definite ethical brand. This sort of  combination of  ESG practices seems to
represent the majority of  the Swiss watch market.

Which Ethical Information Does Rolex Present to Us Consumers: On Rolex’s official website,
you’re instantly greeted with a collection upon collection of  luxury watches. We could not find any
dedicated ethics page. However, we did find a link to the secondary website of  Rolex, rolex.org,
dedicated to their “long-standing commitment” to the environment, science, and art. The website is
filled with multiple well-written and well-thought-out articles on their numerous philanthropic
contributions and collaborative projects. You’ll see the word “perpetual” scattered across different
pages and articles. The name of  one of  their watches also means to “share human knowledge to
build a better world”.

Which Ethical Practices Does Rolex Have in Place: Rolex is known for its astounding
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) rankings which could be all thanks to their Rolex Awards.
More than 170 awards have been given to exceptional
entrepreneurs across the world. Rolex shares that they
aim to support individuals on original projects that
would benefit mankind. However, Rolex offers no
confirmation of  this or transparency of  how and
where they obtain their raw gold. Every Rolex watch
contains at least a few shiny gemstones. Gemstones
which Rolex are very particular with quality and
setting. Yet, while they share the rigorous process of
gem-setting, they do not mention where they obtain
these beautifully cut pure diamonds and gems.

The world is beginning to acknowledge the dangerous
and inhumane conditions that gold and diamond
miners are put under. This is the best time for major
jewelry and watches companies be more accountable and transparent with their supply chains. I’m
aware of  the Swiss watch group being very environmentally conscious, but I’m sure with low budget
watches where it’s generally just mass production the environmental costs can be quite high given
the margin size they’re working with. These two situations can probably be used to assume that the
more expensive the watch the more likely the company is to ESG-related practices.


